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The Bioinformaticist’s/Computational Biologist’s
Laboratory
Opinion
Setting the stage
My first official contact with bioinformatics was as an
internship student in Anthony Ting’s laboratory in the Institute
of Molecular and Cell Biology (Singapore) back in late 1997.
There, my task was to clone rSec6 and rSec8 proteins [1] for yeast
2-hybrid system. The eventual goal was to find out which proteins
encoded by a mouse brain cDNA library can bind to these proteins.
The main feature of these proteins is the presence of helical coil
structures and Anthony introduced me to use COILS [2], one of
the first bioinformatics tool, developed to predict which part of
the protein can form helical coil structures. You can still run COILS
today at http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/COILS_form.html.
Nevertheless, I was amazed by the concept of using computer
programs to help in biological research.

A bit of my background is required here. I had been very
interested in computers back in my high school and I could not
make up choice for my tertiary education. In the end, I chose to go
with a Diploma in Biotechnology on the reasoning that I will need
a laboratory to learn about molecular biology but I can probably
learn computing by myself. By the end of my first semester, I
enrolled in Diploma in Computer Studies (offered by University
of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, via distance learning
through a private education provider in Singapore) for part-time
studies in 1996. I was pursuing both diplomas at the same time
not knowing how biology and computing can merge eventually,
as none of my biology lecturers back then demonstrated any
better computing skills. In fact, my biology lecturers were almost
rejecting computers. It was based on a conviction that eventually
these 2 seemingly parallel lines can come together. Hence, when
Anthony showed me how COILS can be useful, I saw light and I
was hooked. These 2 lines got increasingly entangled all the way
from my undergraduate days to amalgamate into possibly the first
doctoral graduate in bioinformatics, coming from biochemistry
major in undergraduate; in The University of Melbourne (I had
written up a themed autobiography those who are interested
in my journey, http://maurice.vodien.com/monographs/
SixYearsOfMelbourne_1stEd.pdf).

Bioinformatics versus computational biologist

Is there a difference between bioinformaticist and computer
biologist? Strictly, speaking, there is. The NIH working definition
[4] of a bioinformatics is the “research, development, or application
of computational tools and approaches for expanding the use of
biological, medical, behavioral or health data, including those to
acquire, store, organize, archive, analyze, or visualize such data”
while computational biology is “the development and application
of data-analytical and theoretical methods, mathematical
modeling and computational simulation techniques to the study
of biological, behavioral, and social systems”. Hence, NIH takes
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the view that the root word for “bioinformatics” is “informatics”,
and the focus is on “informatics” – the research and development
of computational tools and approaches. Computational biology,
on the other hand, is focused on biology. Notwithstanding the
semantics of the terms, I will generally see a bioinformatics as
the “research and development of computational tools for use in
biology” while computational biology is the “exploration and use
of computational tools towards the understanding of biology”.
Strictly speaking, a computer scientist venturing into the
realm of biology will be a bioinformatics while a biologist using
computational tools to study biology will be a computational
biologist. In practice, this distinction can be blurred. It does not
mean that a computer scientist/bioinformatics cannot learn
enough biology to be a computational biologist or even cross the
chasm to be a biologist, and vice versa. Take myself as an example,
I have baccalaureates in both computing and biology; what does
that make me? Schizophreniac, perhaps, before I can take this
argument and distinction to ad absurdum.

Bioinformaticist’s / computational biologist’s
laboratory

What is then, the basic piece of equipment for either a
bioinformatics or a computational biologist? It will be the
computer. In fact, a computer, a regular laptop, can be the entire
laboratory for a bioinformatics, as much as a laptop is the entire
development hardware for a software engineer. Every software or
developmental platform installed represents a piece of laboratory
equipment. For a computational biologist, it can be a bit trickier. It
does depend on the nature of the research and development work.
Very often, a computational biologist will need to have access to
a physical experimental laboratory (the “wet” laboratory) to
validate the computational results. Nevertheless, the computer
(representing the “dry” laboratory) is as crucial, if not more, to the
computational biologist. In fact, the very moment a biologist calls
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himself or herself a computational biologist, he/she is wielded
to the computer, as much as a mathematical biologist can be
separated from his/her mathematics.

However, it can be possible that a laptop forms the entire
research hardware for a computational biologist but this depends
much on the area of study. There are many areas in biology that
wet laboratory experiments can be very difficult if not impossible.
Examples of such will be evolution and epidemiology. It is
obvious that much of epidemiological research is based on data
collection from field sources rather than experimental sources.
Data collection from field sources is an important aspect of
epidemiology [3]. We are not able and should never be allowed to
infect humans or animals to trace routes of infections or virulence.
From these collected field data, simulations are performed [5].
Similarly, studying evolution experimentally is both difficult
and expensive [6]. Although a number of experimental evolution
studies had been carried out [7-10], they are restricted to
evolution of micro-organisms which has a much shorter time
generation time compared to eukaryotes. For example, it is
impossible to study human evolution in an experimental setting,
both in terms of ethics and in duration. Computer simulations of
virtual organisms (commonly known as “digital organisms” or
“artificial life”) had been used instead [11] and may provide some
insights into human evolution [12]. Digital organism simulations
had also been used to provide insights into areas that are ethically
impossible to access, such as antibiotics resistance [13,14], as it is
not ethical to willfully induce antibiotics resistance.
In the current world of biological research, availability and
access to equipment is an important aspect. However, the purchase
and maintenance of such equipment comes with a heavy price tag
and this adds to the un-levelness of playing field between nations
and even within various research groups in the same institution.
It usually ends up with the funded gets more funding, and funding
comes with good research results to show. This can easily degrade
into a competition for funding and prestigious appointments,
creating a breeding ground for scientific fraud [15]. In the end,
everyone, from tax payers to institutions to perpetuators, loses
[16].

However, in the realm of bioinformatics and computational
biology, a single piece of computer can provide a rather leveled
playing field when it comes to equipment and maintenance
funding. A significant number of my research work, which
resulted in publications [12-14,17-21], started off as pet projects
that I engage out of my salaried jobs; hence, received no funding,
using no prior experimental data that I had generated and have to
pay for article processing fees levied by journal if I cannot obtain
a full waiver. Despite so, with a laptop, I am able to do something.
With a laptop in hand, I am limited but at least, I am not disabled;
for the humble laptop is my laboratory.

I see the humble laptop to a bioinformatics or computational
biologist as what pen and paper is to a pure mathematician or a
theoretical physicist. At the same time, I do understand that this
road as a Bioinformatics or computational biologist or both may
not be suitable for everyone. Nevertheless, it may be a potential
option in a resource or funding limited setting. At the end of
the day, we have enormous volumes of experimental data made
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publically available for re-use. At this moment (27th January 2016),
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) has more
gene expression data of more than 1.7 million biological samples
in its Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database and almost 300
genomes sequenced in its genome database, and this is just a tiny
fraction of the available data resource available.
It should be noted that even with such massive volume of
data publically available, it may be possible to reach a conclusion
whereby the data needed is not yet available. Then, it is both a
personal and professional choice to make. In spite of this, I believe
that there is an enormous open field to wander by using available
data, and with an innocuous and relatively affordable laptop as a
mobile laboratory, what is there to lose? I enjoy doing my research
while taking a bus ride or while drinking coffee or even, churning
purposefully while I am sleeping. Give it a try.
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